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• evolution of landscape quality factors from past to present

• multi-dimensional definitions and approaches to landscape

• governmental and non-governmental landscape strategies

• recommendations for landscape observation and monitoring



























































Evolution of landscape quality factors:

- from hand labour to the machine age

- from a territorial to a terrain scale

- from food production to circular economy

- from recognizable to anonymous initiators

- from longue durée to unstable policies and budgets 

- from public responsibility to non-governmental stakes

- from a living condition to a planning sector



First observation:

none of the historical factors (scale, initiative, techniques, 
product, …), that resulted in beautifully differentiated, highly
appreciated rural landscapes are still effective.
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The problem with LANDSCAPE as a concept

- that it evolved from an implicit result and side-effect of rural
development to an explicit societal concern

- that it serves two opposite socio-psychological needs namely
landcape as memory and landscape as promise

- that it has four different founding fathers that still fight for a 
copyright (namely nature, heritage, scenery, painting)

- that it therefore has shown to be an extremely flexible and rather
subjective dimension in spatial affairs and considerations









Second observation: 

there is no future for landscape observation and assessment if
we do not elaborate and operationalize the distinction between
landscape as an image, landscape as a territory and landscape as 
a process.
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Two cases

- landscape quality loss (Save the Coast)

- landscape quality gain (Room for the River)













Lessons from “Save the Coast”

- potential ‘landscape damage’ proved to be the trigger to mobilize a large 
number of worried citizens, concerned with the spatial quality of the coast

- landscape monitoring through crowd-sourcing and publicity in daily press
was the key to a politically successful and spatially relevant campaign

- decentralization of landscape responsibilities is defendable but only if it is 
well prepared, thoroughly communicated and properly addressed





nevengeul graven

uiterwaard verlagengroene rivier maken

obstakels verwijderen dijk verleggen

kribben verlagen
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Lessons from “Room for the River”

- increasing the discharge capacity of rivers and increasing spatial quality
went hand-in-hand as the two principal aims of the programme

- the local notion of possible landscape quality loss was prevented through
the transfer of initiative from central to regional public parties

- explicit and independent focus on landscape quality improvement was the
key to a successful programme (within time frame and budget limits)



Third observation:

landscape indicators do not exist, landscape quality indicators 
do; they should be selective and proportional to be able to
provide contextual verifiability. 
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Recommendations to the Landscape Observatories:

1 Landscape quality monitoring has to serve a specific, localized, urgent 
and operational landscape goal

2 Landscape quality assessment has to deliver added value compared to
heritage, nature and environmental impact assessment

3 Landscape quality evaluation is more effective when implemented as an
iterative tool in planning and design procedures


